2010 CBJB redacted and released previously under F09-0087; I added a copy of the released version to the correspondence folder.
Letter reviewed and signed.
Appeal Comment created by [Redacted] on 11-04-2016 09:42

Added appeal acceptance letter and reassigned to [Redacted] in [Redacted] absence

--Unclassified--
Letter reviewed and signed.
Added both the clean version of the 2010 CBJB and the previously released version to the Appeal case.
please review/edit the appeal response letter and reassign to
Appeal Comment created by [Redacted] on 11-28-2016 09:47

☐ for your consideration: ☐ did some edits in the Appeal letter:

☐ for your consideration: ☐ did some edits in the Appeal letter:

(b)(3)
(b)(3)
(b)(5)
(b)(5)
(b)(3)
(b)(5)
Appeal Comment created by [name] on 11-28-2016 11:23

Reviewed. Reassigned to [name] for concurrence.

--Unclassified--

Approved for Release: 2018/05/23 C05111465

--Unclassified--

Approved for Release: 2018/05/23 C05111465
The original request F09-0087 was for only the unclassified portions (with b3 used for any redacted Unclassified portion) so the MDR appeal letter can cite all the reasons we are denying the information.
- Please review the appellate response.
Reviewed letter and applied signature.
Mailed final DIF response to requester and added both the MPT form and the FYI to OPA to the working papers folder.